
The University of Illinois School of Chemical Sciences compiled the following report.

Their Laboratory test results confirmed the chemical resistance of VR™ polyolefin material to
industrial concentrations of hydrofluoric, hydrochloric, sulfuric and nitric acids under ambient
conditions.  The tests demonstrated that VR is resistant to these aggressive chemicals and that
Protective Wear made from VR provides protection against accidental exsposure or direct contact.

These indepentantly performed tests also confirm the successful laboratory chemical resistance tests
performed by Delphi Automotive Systems, Kokomo, Indiana when they selected VR Protective Wear
to replace the PVC (vinyl) wear they had previously been using.  Delphi conducted their own tests
to qualify and confirm that VR would offer protection to employees handling these harsh chemicals
in a semi-conductor fabrication environment.  

Under the current ANSI American National Standard governing performance requirements for
protective clothing, VR is classified as Partial Body Chemical Protective Clothing (with limited
spray-tight connections) requiring only liquid spray, liquid penetration resistance and liquid
repellency.  The ANSI prescribed tests are for much shorter periods of exposure than the tests
we conducted at the University at Illinois.  In addition, VR was tested for relative resistance to
vapor transmission.  All VR materials including PVC had vapor transmission within a short period
of time.  Only VR resisted vapor penetration of sulfuric acid within the 24-hour observation period.
However, the threat and risks of employees to vapor only arise in a closed confined environment
with continuous chemical contact for extended periods.  Under these conditions, gas-tight full body
protection with an air supply system or self-contained breathing apparatus is usually required.
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What is particularly noteworthy of these results:

The tests were conducted with VR exposed
 to the chemicals over a 24-hour period.

None of the VR Materials (4, 6, 8 and 12 mil) tested
suffered any catastrophic failure (liquid penetraion).

The PVC (vinyl) sample suffered catastophic failure
 when exposed to sulfuric acid.
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